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Re-connect and
re-strategise@
Countdown to the Gulf Travel Show is now in session, save the dates for
November 23-24, 2020 which promises two days of networking with the
industry leaders, stakeholders and partners from across the globe.

Strengthening partnerships across ME
Beverly Au Yong, Area Director, Singapore Tourism Board, Middle East said, “The Gulf Travel
Show gives us an opportunity to strengthen our existing partnerships and look out for new opportunities
that will come our way at this networking event. This show also allows to us to maintain our presence in the
region by giving us a chance to showcase latest developments in Singapore.”

Re-connecting with the trade
Christos Demetriou, Regional Office Director GCC and Middle East – Cyprus Tourist Office
Dubai said, “Cyprus’ participation in the Gulf Travel Show will offer us the chance to reconnect with the
travel and tourism sector and reignite the tourism engine for a promising future. It will be a great opportunity
to meet with old and new stakeholders of the industry.”

Middle East: Highest spending market
Paul Wilson, Executive Vice President – Commercial – Cross Hotels and Resorts said,
“ME region has the highest spending expats and local markets, that we wish to welcome back into our
astonishing destinations in Bali, Thailand, and Vietnam. We will showcase our entrepreneurial energy,
and the focus of the business and why you should do business with us.”

Showcasing rich tourism products for ME
Dananjay Regmi, CEO, Nepal Tourism Board said, “Since Gulf Travel Show is making an exclusive
travel and tourism expo in digital platform with focus on Gulf region, Nepal is partnering with it to promote
and showcase its rich tourism products and activities in the Middle East market. Therefore, we believe this
can be useful platform to participate in this show.”

New spectrum of experiences
Kush Kapoor, CEO - Roseate Hotels and Resorts said, “We are excited to participate at Gulf Travel
Show and explore business opportunities with the best of the hospitality trade present here. Roseate Hotels
and Resorts offers a portfolio of ultrachic luxury hotels and resorts, each with a distinct experience to guests.
We are also evaluating other opportunities in the ever growing hospitality and tourism market.”

Connecting with new opportunities and markets
Leslie Nelson, Head of Customer Experience & Integrations – Travel Junction said,
“The Gulf Travel show in its virtual format provides us with a great opportunity to reach out to those
networks and markets. We will be showcasing our amazing range of highly valued and specialised
travel products.”

If you want your events onlisted here, please email to talk@ddppl.com
For more information, log on to http://travtalkmiddleeast.com/
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